Vehicle and motorcycle
diagnostics in just one tool.

™

FEATURES

Fast & Productive

Enhanced Design

• Take on more jobs with access to comprehensive OEM-specific
motorcycle coverage for nine Domestic, Asian and European
makes as far back as 2000 — as well as automotive coverage for
49 Domestic, Asian and European vehicles as far back as 1980

• Large 8" display for better readability and greater ease of use

• Super-fast bootup: ready to use in just 5 seconds; diagnostic
results in as little as 30 seconds
• Detailed trouble code definitions, live data, functional tests,
relearns and adaptations
• Customizable to work the way you do — custom data lists,
freeze-frame, PID sorting, pause, zoom, PID trigger,
snapshot and cursor functions
• Instant Vehicle ID automatically powers up and reads the vehicle
ID when connected
• One-Touch Code Scan & Clear performs a complete scan of all
available vehicle systems

• Unique steady-charge lithium-ion battery system charges
automatically from the vehicle
• User-programmable hot key for instant access to frequently
used functions
• USB port for PC connectivity; save, print and share using
ShopStream Connect™ software

Expert Knowledge & Tips
• SureTrack® delivers diagnostic experience and verified parts
replacement records, harvested from millions of successful
repair orders
• Ability to record and play back all available live data parameters
and graph any four on screen at once

• Verify diagnosis and repair with powerful bidirectional controls
for operations such as injector balance, gauge sweep, misfire
detection, brake bleed and EVAP
• Embedded SMX® Operating System dedicated to diagnostic
functions for fast, reliable operation
• Automatically upload vehicle system reports via Wi-Fi to the
Snap-on Cloud (when using current software) and access them
from your phone or computer; print, e-mail and text from there

Use bidirectional controls while viewing live data for
true cause and effect diagnostics.

SureTrack® shows Real Fixes and verified parts
replacement records for a confident diagnosis.

Coverage for 49 automotive makes and nine OEM
motorcycle makes.
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The industry’s best vehicle coverage,
best range of functionality and best
customer support. That’s what makes
Snap-on diagnostic tools an easy choice.
®

Since day one, Snap-on has been committed to creating tools that enable technicians
to work smarter. It’s true of our hand and power tools. And it’s especially true of our
diagnostics. Whether you’re a young tech looking for an entry-level scanner, a shop
owner in need of a complete shop management tool or anyone in between, no one
offers smarter solutions than Snap-on. No one offers the range of choices we do, either.

How to make your diagnostic
tool even smarter.
Software Subscription
Regularly scheduled software upgrades not only maximize your diagnostic tool investment, they guarantee
it’s always providing the same comprehensive performance as it did on day one. Each upgrade provides
updated coverage for new vehicles, expanded coverage for earlier models, and thousands of new tips and
tests. Purchasing a software subscription up front is the easiest way to assure you’re always getting the
most out of your tool. Ask your Snap-on Franchisee or other Sales Representative for more information.

Training Solutions

®

Learn your way around your diagnostic tool and how to get the most functionality out of it with training videos —  
available online 24/7 at diagnostics.snapon.com/trainingsolutions

The Snap-on Cloud
When using the most current software and connected to Wi-Fi, your SOLUS Legend™ can automatically upload
vehicle system reports to the new Snap-on Cloud so you can access them from your phone or computer
whenever you or your customer needs them. With the Snap-on Cloud, make your next diagnosis — and your
next repair — quicker than ever before. Go to altusdrive.com to get connected.

Accessories
We offer hundreds of smart ways to personalize, protect and expand your diagnostic investment. Ask your
Snap-on Franchisee or other Sales Representative for details. Or visit diagnostics.snapon.com

Snap-on is a trademark, registered in the United States and other countries, of Snap-on Incorporated. ©Snap-on Incorporated 2020. All rights reserved.
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